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EMERSON BG'S ALL-TIME BEST
The CCHA's coaches have felt the brunt of his scoring, though, and know it;
But senior center only wants to be remembered as another player .. .see pgs. 7-8

The Nation's Best College Newspaper
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Vol.72 Issue 79
February 8,1990
Bowling Green, Ohio

The BG News

CAMPUS
Founders meeting

by Ann lmse
Associated Press- writer

closed: A meeting in Founders
Quadrangle Wednesday night
regarding the weekend arson incident
was closed to the public and BG News
reporters were physically barred
from the meeting room.
A spokeswoman for Founders'
resident advisory staff said the
meeting was closed due to
disciplinary action taking place
inside. She refused to comment on
who had ordered the meeting to be
closed.
A small crowd of students gathered
outside the room and wished to be
admitted to the meeting to express
their views, but were denied access.

MOSCOW — The Communist Party, that for decades swore its red tide would cover the globe, bowed
to a different revolution Wednesday. The party agreed
to allow alternative political parties to compete for
control of the Soviet Union.
The decision amounts to an acknowledgement that
new political forces have taken root and that it is no
longer possible or desirable to crush them with the repressive tactics of the past, which ranged from mass
murders under dictator Josef Stalin to the dissident
arrests preferred by Leonid Brezhnev.
The decision by the party's Central Committee to
give up the Communists' constitutional monopoly on
power was a triumph of political maneuvering by
President Mikhail Gorbachev. He packed the meeting
of the 249-member body with more than 700 other officials, many of them progressives who took the floor to
demand radical reform.
In the end, the guests also were allowed to vote on
the new party platform, said Svyatoslav Fyodorov, a
famed eye surgeon and one of the participants. He
spoke in an interview on Red Square during a break in
O See Communism, page 3.

Geek show: The comedy "The
Nerd" continues tonight through
Saturday with shows at 8 p.m. in Joe
E. Brown Theatre. Also, there will be
a Sunday matinee at 2. Tickets are $3.

STATE

Sheriff proposes
drug strike force
to curb problem

Killings recorded: One of 13

WORLD
Lebanon ravaged: Scores of
Kople wounded in nine days of war
tween Lebanon's main Christian
armies are dying in hospitals that
have no power and little blood,
medicine or clean water, police said
Wednesday.
They said 365 people had been killed
and 1,682 wounded since the battle for
supremacy began Jan. 30 between
nearly 20,000 soldiers commanded by
rebel Gen. Michel Aoun and the
Lebanese Forces militia of Samir
Geagea, which has about 6,000
regulars and an estimated 30,000
reservists.
Many of the victims have been
civilians, some of them Moslems
killed or wounded by shells that
strayed out of Christian territory.
On Wednesday, families in
Christian East Beirut searched for
relatives in hospitals where surgeons
operated by candlelight.
Police said food was so short that
some people fought over bread in
Christian neighborhoods, where
hundreds of thousands of people have
spent a week or more in basements or
bomb shelters.

HISTORY
On this date: In 1976 Peter
Frampton — famed for his live
album, "Peter Frampton Comes
Alive" —wowed 4,500 listeners in
Anderson Arena.
Reserved seats cost $6 for the event
sponsored by University Activities
Organization and Windy City
Productions. UAO program director
James Stofan said the concert was a
big success even though drugs were
used.
"There was apparently some pot
smoking there, but there were no
overdoses," he said.
Compiled from local and wire reports

High53e
Low 40°

Soviets concur
party diversity
is a necessity

BRIEFLY

suspects in the cult slayings of five
family members wants to turn over
his diary detailing the killings in
return for leniency from prosecutors,
a report said Tuesday.
The News-Herald of Willoughby
}noted Gregory S. Winship's lawyer,
ohn T. O'Connor, as saying the diary
includes "specific and detailed
information" about the night of the
alleged killings. O'Connor declined to
provide specifics about the diary.
O'Connor said Winship has valuable
information to offer Lake County
Prosecutor Steven LaTourette. He
said Winship's diary includes "every
event, every meeting" within the cult
during a four-year span.
Winship and a fellow cult member
also charged in the slayings of the
A very family members in Kirtland.
Richard E. Brand, 26, agreed Monday
in Kansas City, Mo., to waive their
rights to extradition proceedings.

Weather

by John Kohlstrand
dry writer

Piper Chow

BG News/Brock Visnlch

Senior BUI Dvorak fuels one of the two wing tanks on a Piper Archer II at Wood County Airport. Dvorak
has been a maintenance worker at the airport since last August. "On a nice day, you get everyone flying."
he said.

After a successful first year in the "War on Drugs"
as the new county sheriff, Matthew Brichta is now trying to organize a Wood County drug strike force to intensify the war on drug traffickers and users.
The force would total about five officers donated
from major Wood County municipal police forces, including a deputy, he said.
By coordinating efforts and information from area
communities, such a force could be highly effective in
combating what is a universial problem, Brichta said.
"We're committed to making it happen," Brichta
said. "We recognize that it is a common problem and
it is something we need to do."
For example, a dealer in Bowling Green with connections in Perrysburg or other county locations may
be apprehended sooner and more easily by coordinating all of the information through a central off ice.
D See Strike Force, page 5

Anti-bias bill sought Incident condemned
WASHINGTON (AP) — Lawmakers
of both parties, joined bv the head of
the Episcopal Church and Coretta Scott
King on Wednesday, unveiled civil
rights legislation designed to reverse
recent Supreme Court rulings and help
minorities and women fight job bias.
"Recent decisions of the court have
reopened old wounds suffered in battles
fought long ago," King told a news conference at which supporters called the
measure the major civil rights bill now
before Congress.
The bill launches a counterattack by
congressional liberals and civil rights
activists against a series of Supreme
Court rulings last year. A newly solidified conservative court majority
limited affirmative action and narrowed the scope of anti-bias laws.
Hearings in both the House and the
Senate are set to begin within days.

Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass., said
approval at the committee level might
be possible within three months.
The Bush administration has been
saying there is no urgent need for the
legislation. Attorney General Dick
Thornburgh has said forecasts of dire
problems involving job bias represent
an overreaction to the court's rulings.
Thornburgh has promised that the
Justice Department will monitor the
effect of the rulings to determine if legislation is needed.
Kennedy said last year the Supreme
Court "issued a series of rulings that
mark an abrupt and unfortunate departure from its historic vigilance in
protecting civil rights."
"The fabric of justice has been torn,"
Kennedy said.
Rep. Augustus Hawkins, D-Calif,
D See Legislation, page 4.

by Jill Novak
staff writer

University officials condemned
Wednesday the racial incidents that
occurred in Founders Quadrangle this
weekend, directing their comments
toward a studentinitiated petition and
vandalism of bulletin
boards promoting
Black History Month.
Vice President for
Student Affairs Mary
Edmonds, representing the University said, "Although
they (some students Edmonds
in Founders Quadrangle) do not consider themselves
prejudiced, they have demonstrated
(prejudiced) behavior in their actions,

in their vandalism of University property and in their petition."
Her statement stemmed from an incident in which Lowry Hall bulletin
boards were torn down and defaced
with racial slurs and the petition 14
students signed, stating they are "sick
of" hearing about black, homosexual
and other minority issues constantly
displayed on bulletin boards.
'It is abhorrent that (these types of
incidents) are still happening and people are so blatant with racist behavior," Edmonds said.
Another University administrator
said students need to understand the
posting of bulletin boards containing
this information is guaranteed under
the Constitution.
If residents are tired of hearing about
it or looking at it, then they should just
D See Response,page4.

Cafeteria wages rival restaurants
by Jeremy S. Weber
staff writer

Students scouring the local fast food restaurants in
search of employment may be missing a job opportunity right here on campus.
In comparing Food Operations and local fast food
restaurants, the starting wages, benefits and scholastic help of Food Operations is equal to, if not more
than, fast food chains, (see graph)
Food Operations' starting wage of $3.75 per hour
ranks second, trailing only Burger King's $3.80. Food
Operations also offers bonuses— food coupons of
$5.00 for working 12 hours or more per week, and
$10.00 worth of coupons for 16 hours or more.
"I think it's a better opportunity than some of the
local places because it's much closer to the living
Juarters of on-campus students," said Director of
ood Operations Jane Schimpf. "We do a good job
working around class schedules and they get to work
with their peers."
□SeeFood0per.tta.,page4.

BENEFITS OF FOOD SERVICE EMPLOYMENT
McDonalds

Burger King

Wendys

Food Operations

$3.80/hr.

$3.50/hr.

$3.75/hr.

- free food while
working
- overtime pay for
holidays

- 50* off on meals,
while working

• B poouy coupon for
working 12 hrs. per week
* $10 bonus coupon for
working 11+ hrs. per
week

- Program being
devised on providing
aid for students. To
be implemented within
one year.

- End of the year $250
scholarship for
student/worker of the
year.

(privately owned)

STARTING
WAGE

$3.50/hr.

BENEFITS

- C.75 worth of free
food for working
4 hrs. or less.
- 10% discount on any
purchase

SCHOLASTIC
HELP

none

sou/c» moMduoi butmi

none
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Christian Thompson
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Dennis Robaugh
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Andy Woodard
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Boost in rates
necessary
Aj icking a big problem, and that's what the
U.S. Postal Service Board is trying to do by raising
the cost of stamps. The federal government's
efforts to reduce the deficit are prudent, however,
theproblem may not be remedied that easily.
The board is proposing a 20 percent increase in
the cost of stamps — the second price increase
since 1988. It will be the largest ever if it is approved by the board March 6.
The increased stamp cost is an attempt to make
up for an anticipated $1.6 billion deficit at the end of
this fiscal year in September.
The five-cent increase on the standard 25-cent
stamp price is intended to supplement the U.S. Postal Service's income, which had more than a $400
million surplus in the final quarter of 1989.
With a surplus like that, you wouldn't think the
Postal Service desperately needed additional
funds.
However, President George Bush is earnestly
trying to put together a budget while staying within
Gramm-Rudman guidelines. By cutting defense to
an acceptable minimum (while attempting to allot
more money for education and drug enforcement
initiatives), Bush is trying to make ends meet.
Bringing in more money through raising the
price of stamps is iust one way he is attempting to
strike an acceptable balance.
While this initiative may seem to be an unpleasant gesture, Americans will have to learn to make
sacrifices to retire the enormous debt we have incurred at the hands of Ronald Reagan.
The increase is not fair, but it is merely a small
indication of things to come. This seems to be a
small price to pay in comparison to what the future
holds if the national debt is not held in check.

Ohio gambling
not in the oards
Rep. Ron Mottl, who gets the credit, or the
blame, for bringing us the Ohio Lottery, is now
pushing another idea: A scheme to allow betting on
pro sports. Ohio would be the bookie, and profits
would go to the state.
Certainly, the state could use more money for
either cause. State-sanctioned gambling just isn't
the way to get it. Instead, the legislature should identify any needs and have the courage to pass tax
increases to cover them. That's the way responsible government works.
And the argument that legalizing sports gambling would wipe out illegal gambling is suspect.
And
with
sports
gambling,
the
bookies would still
have a major appeal
— the under-the-table winnings aren't reported to
the IRS.
The odds simply run too high against any benefits. And Ohio doesn't need an expansion of official
gambling.
This editorial reprinted courtesy of the Akron
Beacon Journal.
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Safety requires knowledge
When I was randomly picked
out of the campus phone book to
run for USG president, I knew a
dominant issue at the University, and any university was campus safety.
In a USG poll of 410 students
last Spring, 15.9 percent of those
polled were the victims of theft
once at the University. Three
Krcent of these students had
en assaulted once on campus.
Campus safety improvements
are constant additions to our University. Better lighting in the
heart of campus as well as in the
outer parking lots, the upcoming
addition of peepholes in all living unit doors, as well as programmable locks on the outer
doors of greek houses are examples. In addition, a student run
Campus Escort Service is available to safely deliver you to your
destination at night. Not only
should more people use it, students can do a great service by
volunteering for the Escort Service. Incidently, these people
currently are not paid, but 77.4
percent of all our poll respondents think these escorts should
be paid.
The safety of our students is
also a concern in our nation's

Support needed for
more than one cause
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to a
letter printed in the Jan. 31 edition of The BG News.
The writer initially assumes
because a certain position happens to be held by a University
minority that this position is less
valid than the one held by the
majority. I find this offensive
and contrary to everything
higher education is supposed to
espouse. If my memory serves
me correctly, many, if not most,
movements in America began
as minority movements; the civil rights movement is an excellent case in point.
Alexis de Toqueville, in his
book "Democracy in America,"
maintained one of the dangers of
democratic government is that
the majority could solidify its
position and act tyrannically
against the positions of the minority. Obviously, this is what the
writer advocates. I find the
prospect frightening, and a potential threat to everyone's personal liberty.

statehouses. Just last week, I
testified before the Ohio House
Subcommittee on Colleges and
Universities in Columbus in
favor of Bill 733 which would require colleges and universities
to report, in a uniform way,
their campus crime statistics to
the Board of Regents and to the
state. As well, this information
is to be made available to stu-

The
President's
Pen
by
Kevin
Coughlin
columnist
I support the bill for two
reasons. First, it is important
that there be a concrete uniform
way of reporting crime statistics. Last year, BGSU ranked
second in the nation in a USA
Today report in terms of the

The writer also attacks the
Ero-life material being circuited on-campus because it
makes judgment calls, rather
than appeals, based on a minority viewpoint. While there may
be some validity to this point, I
find it no worse than the kneejerk logic employed when maintaining that because a parent
does not provide their 14-yearold children with contraception,
this somehow justifies abortion.
In the writer's closing statement, it appears to say there is
some logical connection between being pro-life and not caring about "the elderly, the
homeless, the disabled, and or
abused." I fail to see this connection. I hope in my own life I
will be noble enough to lend my
support to both.
Jeff James
Huron, Ohio

Student employees
deserve funding
To the Editor:
The other night I received a
very disturbing call from my

crime level. Something's very
wrong there. The reason is because what we report is
different from what the next university reports. In fact, only 10
of Ohio's 120 campuses report to
the FBI's Uniform Crime Report. Only 4 percent of our nation's institutions comply. More
importantly, I support the bill
because of the message it sends.
Less than SO percent of all college-aged people in the United
States are in college. They are a
select few and their safety must
be a top priority.
As I was testifying, another
point in favor of the bill occurred
to me. There's nothing like waiting until the last minute, you
know. It seems silly to have to
tell someone something as
simple as 'Don't walk alone at
night' or 'Lock your door when
Sou leave.' But I often read the
lotter in the paper and wonder
what some people were thinking
when they were victimized.
(i.e., What the heck were you doing walking around the golf
course at four in the morning)?
Knowledge is power, and the information these stats will provide will enable students to
make common sense decisions
about their safety.

The Undergraduate Student
Government recognized the importance of this last semester
when it passed a resolution supporting Bill 733's Pennsylvania
forerunner. Five other states
have adopted this policy and
similar legislation is under consideration in the United States
Congress. I am optimistic about
the chances for success in the
Ohio Statehouse for Bill 733 and
it will be a continued commitment of your USG to lobby for its
adoption.
It is only right that we compare apples to apples when
comparing universities by campus crime stats. Otherwise,
schools such as BGSU which
have a decent reputation for
safety efforts will again be cataBorized with such campuses as
bio State or Cincinnati. Officials at those schools must be
ringing their hands in fear of
having to submit to a uniform
crime report.
Above all, we must arm ourselves with the knowledge that
our campus is not free of crime
and we must be aware of common sense safety practices as
well as what resources are available to us to ensure that our
stay here is a safe one.

supervisor in Offenhauer who
informed me regular scheduled
shifts of student employees
showed a projected budget deficit and by the end of the year, I
was going to lose a lot of my
hours. When I heard this on my
answering machine, I was not
happy. I talked with my supervisor, and found out there was
no way to get more hours unless
I begged other employees. I am
not much into begging, but I
have no choice. This has to be a
campus-wide problem, so I assume, but who is at fault?

so they can build unnecessary
buildings and get raises.

I was told a budget increase
was promised, which was not
given. Without this increase
there had to be cuts in student
employees. This is because
some office in the University hierarchy decided to raise the
campus minimum wage to
$3.65/hr and I receive $3.85/hr
since I have been a University
employee for a few years. Why
did the people who raised the
minimum wage not allocate
funds for the increases in student pay? You would think people with master's degrees and
Ph.D.'s would be smart enough
to see this, but it seems they're
hoarding ir>"ney for themselves

PA/ft ITUQH'T
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copyright 1089
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Editorial Office
210 West Hal Ph: (41») 372-2803

I hope some of the University
hierarchy are reading this, and I
hope you get out of your reclining desk chairs and do something about it. When you were in
school, I bet some of you paid
your way and found it was hard.
Without this budget increase it is
going to make it harder for those
who pay for school. Stop thinking about what wallpaper
matches your carpeting, and
think about the students for
once. Remember, you were once
where we are today.
Jim Fair
911 Off enhaner East

byVlllamorlvl.Cruz

Green Harvest
1W«B T/f»: v»*»ajj« iruoturs
\
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I might be a little off base, but
in the four years I have been a
student, it seems President Olscamp gets a raise every year. It
seems unfair there is money for
this and other things, but not
enough for student employees.
There are many students who
count on this money to pay for
tuition and books. I get some financial support from home, but
I am one of the lucky ones.
There are some students who
are not so lucky.

aa rights reserved
BowSng Oreen State University
Bowing Oreen. Ohio 4340*0278
8:00 in to 8:00 p.m.
Monday through Friday
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Device aids college
Machine communicates with robots, computers
by J.J. Thompson
staff writer

An $85,000 machine given on consignment to
the College of Technology should benefit students ana faculty, as well as people outside of
the University.
Richard Kruppa, professor of manufacturing
and technology systems, said the vertical
machining center will help the college in a
number of ways.
It has the ability to communicate with other
computers and robots, Kruppa said, and handle
complex surfaces, such as an airplane wing or a
boathull.
In addition; it can manipulate parts up to 14
inches deep, 14 inches high, and 22 inches long,
weighing as much as 550 pounds at speeds up to
6,000 rpm, he said.
The new machine will be used in classes on

BG News/Greg Horvath
Regional service engineer's Greg Froehle (far right) and Don Schwarzkopf (far left) from Hurco Manufacturing Company of Indianapolis. Ind., field questions from Professor Richard Kruppa and Assistant
Professor Long Chain Chen from the department of technology systems, on the Hurco BMC-20 vertical
machining center.

'Pep Talk' informs students
by Emily Schroeder
staff writer

The Student Health Service
Prevention Center now provides
University students with a program devised to educate them
on AIDS and date rape prevention.
The program, entitled "Pep
Talk" — Peers Education Peers
to Talk — is the result of combined efforts and concerns of
counselors and advisers from
the Prevention Center and the
Wellness Center.
Barbara Kamm, program co-

ordinator. described "Pep
Talk's" primary goal as the education necessary to prevent
AIDS and date rape.
Twenty peer facilitators have
undergone training in order to
know now to put together and
present programs dealing with
both AIDS and date rape prevention.
According to Kamm. graduate
student, the peer facilitator
training consists of:
i listening to guest speakers
and experts talk on these subjects,
L.learning the psychological
aspects of each.

participating in role playing,
i and taking a self-test to establish how much the peer facilitators already know about the
topics.
Most of the peer facilitators
we now have, worked for the
Well or some other help or crisis
center and are experienced in
counseling," Kamm said. An
opportunity for students to train
to become peer facilitators will
be available on a semesterly
basis.
"There are too many women
who have already been victims," Kamm said. "We want to
help them and to educate others
so that it won't happen to them."

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
(TOO MANY TO LIST)
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

She does not believe the
change in times has anything to
do with the increasing popularity of help and crisis centers.
"There have always been
rapes. I think students are lust
more perceptive of the problem
and that we now know there is
something we can do to help,"
Kamm said.
Letters sent to faculty, resident advisers, unit directors,
campus leaders and organizations will better inform mem of
"Pep Talk's" programs and
services and how to arrange for
a presentation to be made for
their group.

■«■■■■■■■■■•
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However, instructors in the College of Technology are not enthusiastic about the consignment just because of the machine's capabilities.
"It's part of a bigger plan," known as the
Flexible Inspection and Automated Systems
Project, said John Sinn, associate dean of the
college.
He said the purpose of the five-year program
is to combine production with the inspection for
quality.
The consignment was made by Hurco Companies, Inc., of Indianapolis, Hurco entrusted
the machine for the 1990 calendar year after a
request from the College of Technology, Kruppa said.

Communism
Q Continued from page 1.
a closed-door meeting.
"Article 6 will no longer be,
there will be a multiparty
System. There will be a normal
emocracy," Fyodorov said, referring to the article in the Soviet Constitution that guarantees the Communists a leading role.
"'We cannot rule out the emergence of new parties," Politburo
member Vitaly Vorotnikov said
in remarks reported by the official Tass news agency. "But we
Communists are not going to
surrender our positions. Just as
any party in the world, we shall
be waging a struggle for our
rightsT
Fyodorov said only maverick
Communist Boris Yeltsin voted

Thursday,
February 8th
9:00 p.m.
210 MSC
DOUBLE
INDEMNITY
FREE!

undergraduate and graduate levels, during independent studies, and for faculty research, he
said. It is expected to provide opportunities for
summer students and other external groups.

against the platform that called
for abolition of Article 6. which
calls the party the •leading and
guiding" force in Soviet society.
Yeltsin favored a more radical program that demanded a
virtual apology by the party for
decades of totalitarianism.
After leaving the Central
Committee meeting to greet
U.S. Secretary of State James
Baker m. Foreign Minister
Eduard Shevardnadze told reporters the decision by the party's policy-making body "moves
us closer to a humane and democratic society."
The Soviets follow the lead set
by their comrades in Eastern
Europe, where one by one.
Communist parties have bowed
to democratic pressure.

Friday February 9th and
Saturday, February 10th
7:30 pm, 10:00 pm and
12:30 am
210 MSC
$1.50 Admission

ROBIN WILLIAMS

DEAD
POETS
SOCIETY
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Typeset Resumes

«15JW
This Is not a coupon.
This Is not a special otter.
This Is the regular price
tor a quality typeset resume
at UniGraphics.

Conveniently located on
campus, UniGraphics provides
resumes in several clean
business-like formats.
Resumes are typeset in two
to three days and are ready for
printing. Charges can also be
applied to your Bursar account.
That's the special.

UniGraphics
211 West Hall 372- 7418

Z
VALENTINE SPECIALS TO
V SHOW HOW MUCH YOU CARE!
•3.93
SIMPIE j swtn
We've lied two heart shaped balloons to a long stem
red rose and added a touch of babys breath.

LPYI mm

,|0 79

MART* ft Bfl—

,MM

-

A clear glass bud vase, red rose and mini carnations are tucked
into a small red mailbox. The door opens to reveal your valentine
card.
TIPPY HUQ3
$12.93
Our little white Teddy Bear has his arms wrapped around a bud
vase ond valentine and features a carnation orrangement.

In celebration of Black History Month, the Omowale
Cultural Society will return to Bowling Green State
University. This performance will consist of Afrikan
Drummers, Dancers, Acrobats, and Stiltwalkers. The
event is free and open to all in the hopes of sharing
traditional Afrikan culture with the Bowling Green
community. A dessert reception will immediately
follow the performance.

1/2 dozen red roses ore arranged in a delicate glass vase with a
sculptued heart, lace bow and Valentine heart.
CUPID II»»
$M.»S
Our white Teddy Bear is holding a cupid and is tucked into on
arrangement of roses, carnations, and daisys.

We will be open the 12th. 13th & 14th
till 8 pm for your convenience
We deliver

THE FLOWER BASKET
108 S. Main
(Next to Soft Rock)

352-6395
Visa-MasterCard

■Pncm dots not mdudt Imx Second p*o» SB 00

Omowale Afrikan Drummers,
Dancers, Acrobats, and Stiltwalkers
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Music Building
Fab. 12, 1990
8=00 pm

Rcdbook Wire Service

This event is sponsored by Offenhauer in
cooperation with University Programmers
end Minority Affairs.
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Food Operations

Festival shows
one-act plays
by Lori Miller
staff writer

A series of one-act plays
will be performed at the University with the upcoming
production of the third annual
Shorts Festival.
The festival, scheduled for
March 7-11, consists of three
one-act plays each evening,
concluding Sunday with the
performing of all six acts,
said Mary Callahan Boone,
organizer of the event and
doctoral student.
Shorts Festival '90 is
different than other plays
performed by the theater department for several
different reasons, Boone said.
Ranging from the acting to
the directing to the technical
aspects, the plays are all student run, she said. One-act
plays also give students a

ICampus
|Pollyeyes
152-9638

D Continued from page 1.
Frehsman Melissa McAtee
agreed. She said working at
Food Operations has definite
advantages over local fast food
establishments.

chance to try acting for the
first time.
"It is a real opportunity for
students who might be (intimidated) of larger shows to
get in a chance of acting," she
said.
On March 7 and 9, "Sandbox," "How It Hangs" and
"The Nature and Purpose of
the Universe'* will be performed. The acts for March 8
and 10 will be "Catastrophe,"
"Trifles" and "Homefree."
All evening shows begin at 8
and the Sunday show begins
at 2 p.m.
"It is called the Shorts Festival rather than one-act
{■lays because we hope to
eave it open to other forms of
entertainment," Boone said.
Auditions for the shows begin Feb. 12-14 at 7 p.m. on the
fourth floor of University
Hall.

"They were able to work me in
the hours I wanted," McAtee
said. "There are no late hours,
and it pays more. It's a really
convenient way to work."
Starting at the end of this
year, Food Operations also will
offer a scholarship, tentatively
set for $250, to the student worker of the year.
In addition to the starting
wage, Schimpf said 10-cent per
hour increases are given for
working more than 800 hours,

R e sponse

Over 80 Imported Beers

'A Gathering Place"

440 E. Court

ASK ABOUT OUR MULTI-PURPOSE ROOM
"THE CELLER"
PERFECT FOR: • Business Meetings • Class Gatherings • .
• Fraternity/Sorority Functions • Parties •

Dine in the Cellar and receive 10% off food bill
Niithos • «
Burritos • Pizza

JO-BOB'S BAR-B-Q

1616 E. Wooster • Greenwood Centre • BG
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• *••
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The Unknown Nerd

^rwGrea Horv"*h

Steve Young (right) stars as the herd in the light comedy about a
person who comes to vist a friend and then never wants to leave.
Dan Wetmore (left) get's caught with a bag over his head while playing one of the Nerd's favorite games. Shoes and Socks. The play,
which began Wednesday will run through Sunday at Joe E. Brown
Theater.

Legislation
. Continued from page 1.
preme Court is "closing the
expressed hope that President door" on civil rights at a time
Bush would end up signing the "when prison doors in South
measure. "I would say it would Africa are swinging open."
be very difficult for him to veto
"I am ashamed and I am emthis bill," Hawkins said.
barrassed," Jeffords said.
Sen. Jim Jeffords, R-Vt., urSed GOP lawmakers to support
The Rev. Edmond Browning,
le legislation. He said the Su- presiding bishop of the Episcopal Church, told the news conference that last year "our nation's highest court — heirs of a
legacy of doing justice — turned
their back on our nation's historical precendents and the important lessons of our civil rights
history and did grave and severe
damage...."

Pot Mortel
Ctiicogo Barbecue Gourmet

D Continued from page 1.
ignore it, according to Director of Multicultural Affairs Jack
Taylor.
Edmonds said, 'Apparently,
there are some narrow-minded
persons who tear down bulletin
board items they don't care
about and add their own derogatory comments. In doing so, they
are denying the rights of other
students to tree expression."
She explained the goal of the
resident advisers and Residential Services — through bulletin
boards — is to give students the
opportunity to mature in a comfortable environment by
expanding their minds about
people different from themselves, especially in racial or
sexual orientation.
"Hopefully, when they get into
the real world, they will be able
to understand and to live successfully in a pluralistic society." she said.
Taylor and Edmonds described the issues which the petition condemned as "major issues in America."
"Do we, as human beings
want to turn our backs on these
issues?" Taylor said.
SIgnoring these issues would be
st like sweeping them under
e rug" and the reason bulletin
boards containing information
about these pressing issues is to
educate students, Taylor said.
A Lowry Hall resident, questioned about the incident,
claimed he is not prejudiced,

Special good Thur. - Sun.
BUY ONE KIELBASA SNDWICH
GET NEXT ONE FOR 25*
Dine-In Only

and for working more than one
year. The top wage for student
workers is $4.30 per hour, she
said.
Freshman Albert Miller said
pay was a major reason he decided to work at Food Operations.
"It's a good job that pays
well," he said. "There are harder jobs that pay less. It gives
me pocket money, and it's just a
nice system."
Schimpf described the work as
tough, but said satisfaction
among the student workers is
high.
"I think the students are
happy," she said. "We have a
El group of kids and I think
enioy what they are doing
arehaving a good time."
only "tired of" the minority materials on the bulletin boards
getting "pushed on us from all
sides. The more I see it, the harder I get towards it," he said.
Taylor said, "if (students) are
tired of being educated they
have to question their reason for
being at the University."
"Where is this person coming
from?" he continued. "He is upset from constantly being reminded (of the issues stated in
the petition),yet nothing can be
changed until these issues are
faced!"
Taylor further described this
quote and the reasoning of the
petition as a "white backlash"
in which students feel they must
affirm their own culture.
When they do not perceive
themselves as receiving attention during, for example, Black
History Month, their feelings
turn to anger and they believe
they must re-affirm" their culture, Taylor said.
However, this "gets to be ridiculous" because 95 percent of
advertisements on this campus
are geared toward whites and
they are the dominant race in
society, Taylor said.
In addition, the amount of
Black History Month information appearing on the boards is
not unreasonable, Edmonds
said. The events are annually
scheduled activities on this
campus and should be publicized widely, she said.
According to Paula Smith,
complex coordinator for Founders Complex, the incidents will
be handled through the normal
disciplinary areas of Founders'
directors.
She refused to comment any
further on the issue.

FREE 12 Pock Pepsi or 15 Pack Diet Pepsi
with purchase of S30 a more

WE DELIVER! 354-RIBS (7427)
Open Sun-Wed 5-8. Thurs-Sot 5-9
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February 7,8,9,10 at 8 p.m.
February 11 at 2 p.m.

Joe E. Brown Theatre
Tickets $3.00

Reservations Available

THE
SOURCE
518 L Woorter • BG, Ohie

352-6886

WE WILL PAY YOU 12% INTEREST
ON YOUR SECURITY DEPOSIT
When you make your apartment deposit at

WINTHROP TERRACE APARTMENTS
The need for cash can arise anytime. So it's good to know
there are 0C MONEY CENTER locations near campus and around
northwest Ohio. And all you need is an 0C MONEY CARD. It's free
with any OC student checking or savings account. So get an OC
MONEY CARD. And be prepared.
L>-

During February 1990, we will pay you 12% annual interest
on that money until your move-in date in August. We will
pay you in the form of a credit on your first months rent.
Come out and see us Now
and
get your deposit down.

OHIO CITIZENS BANK

352-9135

0C Branch-735 S. Main St. • MONEY CENTER-434 E. Wooster

Rental Office 400 East Napoleon Rd.
Hours: Mon - Fri 9 - 5 Sat. 10 - 3
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Drug war increases fines

ceiebrezze vies

Extra dollars are brought in by increased drug enforcement

tOF CdlTI/DUS VOT&S

by John KohUtrand
city writer

Mandatory drug fines distributed to local law enforcement
agencies in 1989 increased fourfold from the previous year,
possibly resulting from the intensified fight against drugs.
According to the Wood County
Clerk of Courts year-end report,
the police department was paid
$32,948 in mandatory drug Ones
— up from $8,293 the year before.
Tlie sheriff received $33 350
last year, which is more than

Blotter—
[Police confiscated two
switchblades and a bag of marijuana from two subjects behind DJ's, 809 S. Main St., Sunday.
DA false ID was confiscated
at Quarters Cafe, 107 State St.,
Sunday.
DA woman reported the
Blate glass window in front of
le BG Tan and Fitness
Center, 127 S. Main St., was
shattered by two youths Sunday.
DChristopher Snodgrass, of

Strike Force
D Continued from page 1.
Bowling Green Police Chief
Galen Asn said he has not been
formally approached by the
sheriff about the strike force,
but has caught word of it from
other sources.
"in theory, it's a good idea,
but I'm not sure that we in Bowling Green would benefit," he

four times the 1968 figure.
drug-sniffing dog has become
The departments made two useful in recent months and has
moves last year which helped' contiributed to to the departincrease the efficiency of their ment's drug investigations.
drug investigations, according
Sheriff MatthewBrichta said
to law enforcement leaders. .
increased enforcement is just a
A city officer and a deputy part of his department's changwere assigned exclusively to in- ing role.
vestigate drug cases, and both
forces began extensive use of , "They responded to comdrug-sniffing dogs.
plaints, but they did not actually
Bowling Green Police Chief take the initiative to go out and
Galen Ash said his officers at investigate them," he said.
ways have found information on
Merle Bush, administrative
drug offenses in the city,*but aide to the sheriff, said the dehave not always had the resour- partment's drug arrests are defces to follow up on these leads.
initely up — clearly indicated by
However, the police force's the increased drug fines.

Nevada, was arrested Sunday
for shoplifting at Harts, 1094 N.
Main St., police said, after he
allegedly attempted to steal
five packs of cigarettes and a
pack of gum.
DA resident reported a man
wearing nothing but a trench
coat and sneakers riding a bicycle down Fairview Avenue
Saturday.
I!Aaron D. Williams, 18944
Mercer Road, was arrested for
underage drinking Saturday,
police said.

DKelly P. Greny, of Maple
Heights, was stopped for
speeding and then arrested for
possession of marijuana Saturday, police said.
D Rodney H. Scheck, of
Toledo, was arrested for disorderly conduct Saturday,
police said, after he allegedly
removed a spotlight from a
sign in the 100 block of East
Court Street.
D Mark's Pizza Pub, 532 E.
Wooster St., confiscated two
fake IDs Saturday.

While coordinating information from different sources is a
good concept, Bowling Green
Eslice already follow mformaon leading to other areas.
"We are basically doing that
now," Ash said. "Our investigations often go out into the
other cities and areas in the
county."
Brichta said other benefits of
a strike force would include less
confusion over Jurisdiction be-

tween varying community
forces investigating the same
cases.
"This may reduce the man
hours that would have to put into
a case like that in apprehending
a drug trafficker, the sheriff
said.
Ash said when Bowling Green
police are investigating cases
leading to other communities,
they ask for assistance when

=CHARLESTOWI\F
MID AM MANOR

Resident Manager,
352-4380

needed from city and county
agencies.
City officers have already
worked with other cities and
counties and a recent case had
them working with Lucas
County officials, he said.
Plans already constructed are
informal, Brichta said, and
there is no guarantee that a
county-wide strike force will
take form.
"A lot of it will be determined

Anthony Ceiebrezze is aiming
a major part of his gubernatorial campaign at Ohio's college
students.
Celebrezze's Campus Campaign Coordinator Jeff Berding
said Ceiebrezze will rely heavily
on Ohio college students to help
build his education platform.
"This is pretty unprecedented," said Berding, a fall ffgraduate of Miami University. Much
of our platform will come from
student issues and concerns.
They are, after all, the consumers of education and their
concerns should be foremost."
Ceiebrezze will meet with student body presidents from Ohio
colleges next Thursday in
Columbus to discuss their views
concerning higher education in
the state.
"It's important students understand they are important.
This will give (Ceiebrezze) a
chance to sit down and just talk
to these presidents and see
where their major concerns
lie," he said.
Although University Student
Government President Kevin
Coughlin said he will be unable
to attend the meeting, Bowling
Green Campus Democrats
President Greg Richey will.
by how much money we have,"
Brichta said. The sheriff said he
hopes such a group could fund
itself with money through the
Mandatory Drug Fine program.
By state law, fines imposed on
drug-law violators are returned
to the arresting police agencies
to be put back into the drug war.
Last year, the sheriff's department received $33,350 — more
than quadruple the 1968 figure,
according to a Wood County

"We definitely want to help
with the education platform,
Richey said. "We're excited to
be involved in theprocess."
Berding said Ceiebrezze will
also talk with faculty representatives from Ohio schools as weB
as the Ohio Board of Regents before his education platform is
completed in late April.
Ceiebrezze is relying on college Democrat groups to collect
signatures for the petition to add
his name to the ballot and to register voters through grass-roots
campaign work, Berding said.
Richey said his organization is
actively involved in the petition
drive and plans continuing action in the Ceiebrezze campaign.
"We're here to help," be said.
"We're going to help with the petitions that are due next week
and then we'll look forward to
other things, but we don't have
any specific plans yet"
Berding said Ceiebrezze considers a campus focus a key to
the success of his campaign because of the recent conservative
trends in political affiliation of
Ohio college students.
"By getting our message out
on campuses, we'll get the vote
despite what the polls may say
about trends," Berding said.
"People think campuses are increasingly Republican, but Democratic support is out there.
We want to reach that."
Clerk of Court's report.
If a county-wide strike force
cannot be organized in the next
several months, he will try to
organize an inter-county group
along the same principles.
Law enforcement agencies
need to work together on this
common problem because it
continues to threaten Americans, he said.

TONIGHT 7:30 P.M.
2nd FLOOR STUDENT
SERVICES

Choose from choice apartments within
walking disance to campus Summer
1990 and 1990-91 school year.

641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.

a The jaw and cheekbone of a
Bowling Green man were
broken in a fight at Cassidy's,
176 E. Wooster St., Friday
night. According to witnesses,
the victim's girlfriend was
struck by another student.
When he tried to intervene, his
hands were held behind his
back and another person
struck him. Police are still investigating.
CShane K. Ash, 480 Lehman
Ave., was arrested for disorderly conduct Saturday.

by Wynne Everett
dty writer

LATINO STUDENT UNION
MANDATORY MEETING

APARTMENTS

1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or
unfurnished, gas heat & water included,
air conditioning

However, Rebecca Bhaer.
county clerk of courts, said
there may be other reasons for
the increase in drug fines that
are not related to law enforcement.
Better collection methods for
the fines and a general crackdown at the judicial level could
also have played major roles,
she said.
Fines assessed to convicted
drug offenders are returned to
their respective arresting agencies under a recent state law
that allows the departments to
put these funds back to use in
their anti-drug efforts.

WE WILL BE ACCEPTING
NOMINATIONS FOR
1990-1991
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
■
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by Charles Toil
assistant sports editor

OXFORD, 0. — The belt on
the Mid-American Conference
standings got a little tighter
Wednesday night when the
women's basketball team
defeated first-place Miami 65-58
at Millet Hall.
Third-place
BG is now 7-3
in the MAC,
while Miami
dropped to 9-1.
Toledo, which
posted a 8W8
win over Ohio
Universit
remains ini the Libert
second at 7-2.
Lori Albers' two consecutive
steals for easy layups and Bowling Green's free throw shooting
Broved to be the difference at
le end.
With 2:44 left, Albers, who had
18 points and nine rebounds,
broke a 53-53 tie when she stole a
pass from D'Nelle Seiple at the
top of the key and raced down
court for the layin.
Less than 30 seconds later, the
470 fans received a glimpse of
deia vu when Albers stole the
ball again from Seiple at nearly
the same spot ana scored another easy basket to put BG up
57-53.

"I was getting pinned and I
thought if Icouldjust get out one
more step I could take a big leap
at it (the pass)," Albers said. 'T
don't think she was ready for me
because I had just gotten hurt. I
don't think she thought I was really that quick."
Albers sustained a thigh
bruise on her left leg at the 6:25
mark. She returned 1:15 later.
Miami head coach Linda
Wunder said the steals were a
turning point in the game.
"When you're in a close game
like this, you can't give up two
steals and easy layups, she
said.
Despite the steals, the Redskins didn't quit. Heidi Blomberg connected on a jumper and
then Adrienne Spatz Drought the
crowd to its feet when she hit a
three-pointer to pull Miami
within 59-58 with 44 seconds left.
But that would be as close as
MU would get. Albers made two
free throws with 22 seconds to
play and Tecca Thompson
scored four of her 16 points on
two free throws and a layup in
the final five seconds.
"We have moved into the
direction now that maybe we
can do some contending," BG
head coach Fran Voll said.
"We're a better basketball team
now then we were a month ago.
There's no question that weVe
improved and I think this is a

NEWLOVE
RENTALS
309 HIGH
ONLY TWO LEFT!
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2 Bedroom apts.
FREE GAS HEAT, WATER, AND SEWER
Completely furnished
Balconies and patios
Private parking
Laundry facilities

352-5620

328 S. Main
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Renderings
Illustrations
Storyboards
Portfolios
Photographs
Transparencies
Menus
Announcements
Certificates
Newsletters

Mnkoi

Open 7 Days
354-3977

the copy center

113 Railroad St.
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Rood example today by beating
The Redskins held the lead for
most of the second half until BG
tied the game at 43 on a Wanda
Lyle free throw with 9:52 remaining.
A foul shot by Angle Bonner.
who scored 16 points and
grabbed nine rebounds in 40
minutes of action, gave BG its
second lead of the second half
44-43 a minute later.
BG held the advantage until

by Mark Huntebrinker
sports writer

OXFORD, O. - The Miami
Redskins put the word "race"
back into the Mid-American
Conference men's basketball
picture Wednesday night.
MU which had lost three of its
last four conference contests
coming in, overcame a 10-point,
second-half deficit to defeat
Bowling Green 93-91 in overtime.
While the Redskins (10-10
overall, 7-3 in MAC play) came
from behind in Millett Hall, the
Eastern Michigan Hurons were
busy escaping from Muncie,
Ind., with a 58-57 victory over
top-running Ball State.
The result leaves MU Just one
game behind the 8-1 Cardinals.
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POLLYEYES PIZZA
coupon expires 2/15/90

SUNDAY

ble scored a' career-high 31
points while dishing out five assists. He was a perfect 12-of-12
from the free throw line.
The Redskins, as was the case
all evening, crept back into the
contest behind the steller play of
David Scott and Stewart. The
duo led MU with 25 and 23 points,
respectively.
A pair of Craig Michaelis free
throws tied the score at 81-all
with 37 seconds left. The Falcons
failed get a shot off in regulation
as the final 37 seconds ran off the
clock.
BG drew first blood in overtime on an Ed Colbert free
throw, but the Redskins
proceeded to take an 87-84 lead
on a Chip Reeves jump shot with
2:03 left. Those were the lone
points for Reeves on the night.
Venable made good on a shot
from beyond the three-point arc
at the other end to knot the
score at 87. On the next possession, the Redskins' Scott was
fouled as he made a driving
layup. Scott made the free throw
to make the score 90-87 with 1:11
logo.
With 22 seconds remaining
and MU ahead 92-89, Cedric
VanLeer had a chance to put the
game on ice but missed the front
end of his one-and-one free
throw attempt.
Reeves grabbed the rebound,
though, and passed to VanLeer,
a See Miami, page 9.
ii

It's All Here
in
Black & White.

UNIVERSITY UNION

For quick quality and inexpensive graphic arts services
see

For 2 - $20.00
For 1 - $10.05
Filet Mignon, Scampi Style Shrimp, Tossed Salad,
Baked Potato, and Garlic Bread

COUPONS, CASH, CHARGE
OFFER GOOD 2-14-90 ONLY

4:30-7PM

UniGraohics
211 West Hall

372-7418

2 FOR1
Now through February 14th
purchase any junior, small,
meaium or large yogurt and
receive next smaller size tree.

FREE DELIVERY
524 E. Wooster
354-7050

SPECIAL COUPON PRICES
s
$
8.80
3.50
7.00

POLLYEYES PIZZA
coupon expires 2/15/90

ON

tively of officials. "Well, I'd like
to have a consistent rule.''
Larranaga cited inconsistency
in calls inside the lane and a ruling after an early second-half
scuffle.
During the incident, Redskins
center Jim Paul was called from
a technical foul after disagreeinf, with a traveling call. Push
cijne to shove after the whistle
and the result was a technical
foul on BG's Steve Watson for
incensing Paul.
"Anybody who has followed
Bowling Green and was at the
Ball State game saw what incensing another player was all
about, Larranaga said. "The
Ball State players antagonized
us for 40 minutes and not one
technical foul was called on
them.
"...The technical foul on Steve
Watson for inciting — now that's
a joke. And Jerry Petro needs to
learn a little bit more about officiating consistently if he wants
to work in this league."
Clinton Venable and Tim Stewart made both free throws for
the respective teams after the
technicals. After the smoke had
cleared, BG led 58-54 with 12:11
to play in the game.
MU proceeded to score the
game's next seven points to take
a 61-58 lead at the 10:43 mark.
But BG bounced back to gain a
74-65 advantage on threestraight Venable baskets. Vena-

SURF & TURF

THE ONLY APARTMENTS IN TOWN WITH A

"CAMPUS SHUTTLE SERVICE"

WINTHROP TERRACE APTS.

Lasagnaomlytl.505-9pm, i 75 extra tor salad bar
Lne entertainment wtth Jamie & Joe at 10 p m.l am
We gladly accept Visa, Mast* Card, and Personal Checks
Order yourheart shaped pizza today ONLYS500. 16'one-Hem
University Charge Welcome
Please Tip Your Detvery Person

Any Small
10 Inch Pan Pizza
With One Item
Extra hems '.70
A '5.20 Value

SERVICE

? VALENTINE'S DAY SPECIAL *

8

Double Pizza
Two 12 Inch one
llem Pan Pizzas
Extra Items '.90
A • 12.80 Value

•NO

PHEASANT ROOM

4-4-0 E. Court

ll:0O A.M.-2:0O A.M.
U:00 A.M.-3:0O A.M.

with 6-3 Kent State alone in third
place.
The Falcons, on the other
hand, found out they're Just
three points away from joining
the aforementioned squads in
the MAC's upper echelon. BG
suffered a one-point loss to Ball
State at Anderson Arena on Saturday.
Falcons' head coach Jim Larranaga, whose team fell to 13-8,
44, said a good effort by both
teams was deminished by officiating crew of Jerry Petro,
George Demos and Mick
Secrest.
"I was extremely disappointed in the officiating. I
thought it was very inconsistent.
We're supposed to have a gag
rule," said Larranaga of a regulation which is supposed to deter
coaches from speaking nega-

B.G. TAXI
352-0796

'A Gathering Place"

* IMPORTS ON DRAFT *

lowing a league-low 58 points per
game. "They played extremely
hard — the shots Just didn't
fall."
In the first half, BG sprinted to
a 9-4 advantage after Gorman,
who scored 12 points, hit a Jumper at the 16:22 mark. A little
more than 30 seconds later, an
Albers Jumper made the score
11-6.
MU came back when Gaby
D See Big Win, page 8.

Larranaga blasts officials following team's sixth MAC loss

NEW HOURS
Sun-Wed.
I Imrs I ri...Sal.

experience that we need. The
rest of the group has come along
because of those three people.
They've given us something that
we've needed to hang onto and
it's Just starting to show in the
last month."
Although the Redskins lost for
the first time in the MAC, Wunder appreciated their play.
"I can't complain about our
defensive effort and the effort
the team put out," Wunder said
of her squad, which came in al-

Redskins nipBG 93-91 in OT

Live Entertainment

1352-9638 or 354-0056

the 4:22 mark, when Seiple
scored a layup to make the score
51-all. The Redskins took their
last lead of the night when Julie
Howell (10 points, nine rebounds) made a Jump shot 36
seconds later.
Traci Gorman then made two
free throws to tie the game at
53-53, 16 seconds before Albers'
first steal.
"(Gorman) is a experienced
ball player," Voll said. "Tecca.
Angie and Traci have the type of

Any Large
14 Inch Two Item Pan Pizza
& One Quart of Coke
Extra Items'1 20
A •10.00 Value

We Invite you to compare our
apartments to anyone else. We
got deals you can't believe.
Check us out - We want your
I

BUSINESS!!
352-9135

I

POLLYEYES PIZZA
coupon expires 2/15/00 a\\.

Rental Office
Hours Mon-Fri 9-7

400 East Napoleon Rd.
Sat 10-3
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Emerson ranks as BG's all-time best
by Don Henslcy
sports writer

Courtesy of The Key /Paul Vernon
Nelson Emerson celebrates after scoring a goal against Ohio State earlier
In the year. Emerson became BG's all-time point scorer with an assist In
last Saturday's 4-3 win over Miami.

[BE A PART OF
THE TEAM...
I
RECYCLEl

Nelson Emerson just wants to
be remembered as one of the
Sokes that made Bowling
een hockey successful.
But to say Emerson is just a
spoke Is like saying the Empire
Sate Building is just a dwelling.
You see, for the last four years
Emerson has stood taller than
any player to ever don a Falcon
uniform. And to prove this you
need look no further than the
Falcon record books.
He currently ranks first in career assists, Central Collegiate
Hockey Association assists,
CCHA points and also career
points.
It was the latter that brought
the BG Ice Arena to a roar last
Saturday night. It happened
with 3: Of left&i the first period.
Emerson slid the puck to defenseman Rob Blake who rifled
a shot toward the Miami net. It
hit the post and Peter Holmes
was there to put the rebound in.
It was just like so many other
Falcon goals, only this one gave
Emerson an assist and his 271st
career point, putting him atop
the BG recora books and into
ninth on the NCAA all-time list
for career points.
"It was a fantastic feeling and
something I don't think I'll ever
forget." said Emerson about the
record breaking point. "It was
something I'll never forget.
Many years down the road I will
think back and remember that
night in Bowling Green."
For Emerson, the record
chase was full ot expectations,
but not much pressure.
"It was something I was
shooting for and one of the goals
I set for myself in the beginning
of the year," the senior center
said. I was hoping it would
eventually happen so I didn't put
pressure on myself. I knew that
if we went out and played well it
would come naturally.'
Naturally is the way to describe Emerson and the game of
hockey. When he's on the ice he
has that look as if he was born to
be there. Such was the case as
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the Waterford, Ontario, native
began skating when he was 2
ana by the time he had reached
the age of 4 be was playing in organized leagues.
"My dad made a rink for me
in our backyard and that's how I
learned to skate," Emerson
said. "It was the thing to do, the
river would overflow and we
would play hockey."
So thus was the start of a lifetime of hockey that would see
the interpersonal communication major develop into one of
the all-time great college hockey
players.
He quickly moved from the
pee-wee leagues up the ladder
before playing his junior hockey
with the Stratford CuUitons. It
was here in 1985 that Emerson
was chosen by the St. Louis
Blues in the third round of the
National Hockey League draft.
But instead of tunune pro like
many players who are drafted in
the junior leagues, Emerson instead turned toward college and
an education.
"I decided to come to BG because I felt we had a chance to
win a championship my freshman year, but I expected to
spend time as a fourth line
center," he said. "I could have
went to another school and
played on the power play and
killed penalties right away.
"But I knew coming to BG we
would have a competitive team,
good coaching and good
players."
Emerson wasn't the only person happy with what he saw. BG

coach Jerry York and his coaching staff were more than happy
to see Emerson put on the Falcon uniform.
"When we recruited Nelson
we knew we had an outstanding
young player coming into our
program,''said Yorkj, who ironically recorded his 400th victory
the same night Emerson broke
the record, 'lie has tremendous
skills and was a blue chip recruit.
"But even more importantly
from my perspective, he is an
outstanding young man to
coach. It's a pleasure to have
someone like him on our team."
Emerson proved his worth
almost Immediately has be
helped the Falcons to a CCHA
regular season title as a freshman when be recorded M points,
with 22 of them coming on goals.
These numbers were good
enough for Emerson to earn
CCHA Rookie of the Year honors.
"A lot of the older players
wanted to see what I could do,"
Emerson said about his rookie
campaign. "I looked up to the
older guys on the team. (Iain)
Duncan really helped me out because he was one of the best
wings in the nation and was on
my fine.
''Paul Ysebaert helped me out
a lot my freshman year and owe
him a lot of the credit."
Because of Emerson's instant
success, other teams began paying heed to the fact that be was
the spark of the Falcons attack.
So much so that during the last
few years teams have gone as
far as to put players on Emerson

"Every night I really have to
come to play because the other
teams will try to match lines and
shut me down," he said. "My
goal chances may be down because of it but I'm still going to
get my points by passing the
puck. I try not to let it affect me
and I think it has really helped
my mental part of the game.
"It has also taught me to work
hard and not get frustrated. If I
get frustrated I get in a slump."
Throughout the years, the
toughest player for Emerson to
deal with has been Rob Brown of
Michigan. It's not that Brown is
a cheap shot player, he Justs
plays me game the way it is
meant to be played.
"I respect what he does," said
Emerson, who currently has $0
points this season, 20 of them
goals. "He's not going to have
his stick in your throat. He just
checks and works hard."
What makes Emerson's career even more impressive is
the fact that although he is not
O See Emerson, page 9.
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LATE SHOWS ($2.50)
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Tom Cruise
"BORN ON THE 4th Of JULY'
M-F 6:50/9:40

INTERESTED IN LEADING
AEROBICS
AT THE STUDENT REC CENTER?

Paul Newman
"BLAZE"
M-F 7:30/9:50

DATES TO REMEMBER:
Feb. 12-16:
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Aerobic Leader Applications
Available

Feb. 19 - 23:

Interviews/ Fitness Test

Feb. 24:

9:00 - 11:00 am Mandatory
Information Meeting about
tryouts
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Practice time for tryouts _

Mar. 3 - 4:

Aerobic Leader
Tryouts
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M-F 7:20/9:20
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11:10
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Walt Disney's
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Your Business
Potential
To reach the BGSU market with
information about your goods
and services, there's no better
way than advertising in
The BG News.
Market research has shown
that since 1985 The BG News
is read by 85% to 95% of our
potential readers on any
given day.
No other medium can make
that claim. No other medium
is even close.
So let your business reach its
potential with The BG News.
Call 372-2606 for help with
your advertising needs.
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CCHA coaches respect Emerson's feats
by Mik« Dratwnstort
sports writer

It's impossible to score 271 career points without victims.
For four years, Nelson Emerson has been one of BG's deadliest playmakers, with Falcon
opponents the unwilling recipients of his scoring.
Here's what opposing coaches
had to say about BG's new alltime leading point scorer.
Michigan State's Ron Mason:
"I remember seeing him in
one of his first games at Stratford and I knew then he would be
a heckuva player, and that was
five or six years ago. He's always been a real class act.
'Tin most impressed with the
way he skates, the way he darts
ana mores from end-to-end."
Michigan's Red Berenson:
"His skating is effortless and
deceptive and he has a great
ability to change gears. He's
also generous with the puck —
when he's not looking to score,
he's looking for his teammates
to score.
"I'm pleased to see that he
played for four years and did not
decide to leave. The CCHA and

Emerson
BG are much better off to have
had a plaver of his caliber."
Miami's George Gwoidecky:
"I don't think I'd say anything
any other coach wouldn't say.
He's so difficult to stop, so
multidimensional. He's got
speed, a great shot, puck sense,
he can see the ice — it's difficult
to keep him under wraps. He's a

real, real valuable player.
"We respect bis skills and
abilitv to propel his team every
time he gets on the ice."
Ferris State's John Perplch:
"He is certainly a fine college
hockey player and he has the
stats to back that up. He has
great speed and he handles the
puck well."
Lake Superior's Prank Anzalone:
"He's the type of player that if
you don't pay attention to him he
can hurt you immensely. You
can't contain a player like him.
you just have to watch him. Bui
when he's getting your attention
that lets the other players have
more successful nights against
us.
"He will be sorely missed in
BG's offense in the future. He
certainly will be known as one of
the greatest players in the
league."

are down and the offense needs a
thrust, he's there, too."

"His skating is
effortless and
deceptive and he
has a great ability
to change gears.
He's also generous
with the puck —
when he's not
looking to score,
he's looking for his
teammates to
score."
-Red Berenson,
Michigan hockey
coach

nilnois-Chicago's Val Belmonte:
"When our guys are talking
about players thev have to
watch for next week, his name
always comes up. They respect
him and that's a great tribute to
him. He's a complete player.
"If (BG coach) Jerry York
needs smart defensive hockey,
he's there. And when the chips
Thursday l«

Bargain Nile
All Seats $2.50

3rd & Final Week
Shows Tonlte at
7:15 & 9:15

Ohio State's Jerry Welsh:
"He has good speed, great
puck handling and he goes to the
net well. When you're out there,
you have to be aware of him.
"He's different than many
other players in the league or in
the country in that he's a class
act. It speaks well for the league
the way he conducts himself off
the ice."

Big Win
Q Continued from page 6.
Downey and Jenny Higgins
scored points each to lead an 8-0
run to put it up 14-11 at the 13:30
mark.
After a BG timeout, Gorman
and Albers each made jumpers

MAO
HE OB ?

Emerson offers own
opinion on hockey
Nelson Emerson, BG's alltime point scorer, recently
offered his thoughts on certain aspects of hockey.
Dhow CCHA play has
changed:
"It was more of a skill and
finesse league when I first
came in. It still has the same
skill level but now checking
has improved. There aren't
too many teams that gave up
three-on-twos and two-onones. It's more of a conservative stvle. The checking
makes the league stronger."
□ growth of college hockey:
"A lot of players have decided that college hockey is a
good way to go. Most every
kid's dream is to play in the
NHL, but when they see that
they can get there and also
get an education it makes
them decide on college."
DSoviets in the NHL:
"I don't think you want to
integrate the NHL. It has a
tradition of bringing Cana-

to help the Falcons regain the
lead 15-14. The Falcons extended
their lead to 29-24 when Bonner
took a pass underneath from
Lyle and scored a layup.
The Redskins then made their
second run of the half, scoring
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Greenbriar Inc.
UJe will be leasing the following
locations for the Foil of 1990
•

Starts Friday
One Week Only
THE "BEAR" & "DAD"

the final seven points in the final
3:28. Downey scored four of the
seven points to make the score
33-29 at halftime.
For the game, BG made
15-of-20 foul shots, while the
Redskins were just 2-oM.

Pheasant Room Specials
Sunday Brunch Buffet - 55.75

►

Field Manor Apartments-519 Leroy
Ave.,542 & 560 Frazee Ave.

Monday
Italian Chicken Breast - $4.00

I

Frazee Avenue Apartments-818 Thurstin,
624, 670 (Will have new carperJng),656
Frazee Ave.

Tuesday - Steak Night

Buff Apartments-1470 & 1490 Clough St.

Wednesday
All You Can Eat Spaghetti - $4.00

A

• Typing/ Word Processing

•
•
•
*

Rsumes
•
IBM Quality Printing
▲
Free Spell Checks
Document Storage on Diskette*

yt.et Your Package To Your Swetheart On TimeV
148 S. Main (Between Ben Franklin and True Value) •*="T'^'

East Merry Avenue Apartments-516 & 522
E. Merry Ave.

I

(masks in college hockey:
"I think they have to take
masks off or allow for fighting. Masks off would bring
the sticks down. When
someone gets hit with a high
stick they realize the danger
that goes with bringing the
sticks up. As for fighting, if a
player gets hit with a dirty
check it tells the guy to keep
the sticks down. I think you
have to allow fighting so that
the cheap shots aren't taken.
I've never seen anyone dangerously hurt in a 30 second
fight. But a cheap check can
seriously hurt or even paralyze someone."

A to Z DATA CENTER

• UPS • Federal Express
• Packing Supplies
• Boxes/Jiffy Bags
Bubble Wrap and Styrofoam Packing
<t Strapping Tape

PI

KrlNIOHdNTlXIO*

dian and American players
together. But every sport
needs to expand and many
people want to see these
teams. As far as letting the
Russians plav in the league, it
is great for the game because
it shows the skills of these
players, as long as it is only a
few players."

A

HOWARDS clnh H
210 N. MAIN

NO COVER

SCOTT MORGAN

BUND
Thur-Fri-Sat
Feb. 8-10
• Mini Pitchers are back every Mon.^T Wed.*

Coll or Stop in for a Complete
Listing of Available
Apartments & Houses

Thursday
All You Can Eat Ribs - $4.00
Hours:
Sunday
Mon.-Thur.

352-0717
224
E. Wooster St.

Friday

Hours:
M-F
9a.m.-5p.m.
Sat.
9a.m.-lp.m.

coupons, cash &
charge accepted

HOURS: Mon. - S»t. Noon 'til 2:30 im
Sunday 2 pm - 2:30 am

352-9951
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12-2 pm
11:30 am-1:30 pm
4:30 pm-7:00 pm
11:30 am-1:30 pm

GET THE MOST FROM
YOUR MINOLTA MAXXUM!

SBLUE RIBBON PHOTOS

4:30-7 pm M-Th
12:00-2 pm Sun

and Minolta
Present

Located in the University Union
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Executive
President - Steve Morganstern
V.P. of Internal - Eric Blue
V.P. ot Rush - Shaun Probert
Treasurer - Keith Lucas

Secretary - Bill Noonan
Social Chairman - J. P. Patchett
House Manager - John McConnell
Pledge Educator - Dominic Gildone

Cabinet
Asst. Social - Jason Zitney
Athletic Chairman - Joel Kllnger
Historian • Joe Bostic
Alumni Chairman - Matt Marty
Public Relations - Lee Van Syckle
I.F.C. Rep. - Matt Kagy
Communications - Greg Trad
Scholarship - Dan Smith
Chaplin - Mike Smith

Guard - Shawn Hannon
Guard - Ted Grambo
Asst. Rush Chairman - Kevin Miller
Asst. Treasurer - Pat Meyers
Stereo Chairman - Kim Kyle
Activities Chairman • Eric Logsdon
Activities Chairman - Eric Peterson
Asst. Pledge Educator - Jay Rhoads
Fundraiser - Jim Morris
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MINOLTA
An Introduction to Maxxum Photography
Lean more aboout your Standard Mdxmjm 5000 or Advanced
Maxxum 7000 This special school is tought Dy a Minolta Technichal Representative, who provides step-by-step instruction that is
both informative and tun The course covers your base operating mtormation and teaches you how to master Maxxum's creatwe controls. And THE MAXXUM EXPERIENCE even guides you
through actual pcture-taking situations
Jofi us tor on experience you won't lorget. . .
THE MAXXUM EXPERIENCE

Saturday 2/10/9010:00 A.M.-2:0O P.M.
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Vistula Parking Garage
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Registration Fee
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Registration includes pogrom
ana a half hour deli style lunch
to be served on premises
Tickets available at:
All Blue Ribbon Photo Stores
Toledo and Bowling Green
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Stowe eager for Reds' spring
CINCINNATI (AP) — Baseball's owners and players are at
odds in a dispute that might
force cancellation of spring
training, but veteran Cincinnati
Reds equipment manager Bernie Stowe is still ready to go.
He said he isn't frustrated by

the lack of progress in the collective bargaining talks between
owners and the players' union.
"I've talked to other clubs and
everyone's sitting on hold," he
said. "It's just Uke any other
year, really.'
Baseball has been without a

basic agreement since Dec. 31.
Team owners meet to vote Friday and are threatening a lockout of players from spring training beginning Feb. 1ST
"Every year about this time, I
start getting excited."

Miami
D Continued from page 6.
who was fouled by Watson.
VanLeer v irtually put the game
away by making his firsf foul
shot as BG could only muster a
Joe Moore followup with four
seconds left.
Larranaga said the Falcons
were tired down the stretch due
to a flu-ridden Moore and an injury to Derrick Kizer's knee.
MU head coach Jerry Peirson
said the end result was due to
everance on the part of his
"We made some big baskets

when we had to. We have had too
many games this year when
we've had opportunities to do
that, but we didn't cash in — tonight we did," Peirson said.
In the first half, the Falcons
jumped to a 14-7 lead at the 14:24
mark. But the Redskins fought
back to trim the deficit to 16-15
behind consecutive three-point
bombs by Michaelis and Stewart.
BG then to went on a 10-2 run,
which culminated with a Billy
Johnson three-pointer to 10:19 to
play in the half
Following a Redskin timeout,

the hosts mounted a run themselves, outscoring BG 9-3 in the
next three-plus minutes.
The rest of the half was back
and forth and BG held a 42-40
halftime advantage.
Backing Venable for BG was
Johnson with 17 points. Forward
Tom Hall, who made his first
start of the year because of
Moore's illness, had 16 points
and a game-high 16 rebounds.
Paul had 15 points and eight
rebounds and Michaelis had 11
points for Miami.

Emerson
D Continued from page 7.
big in sUture — 5-foot-10, 175
xjunds — he has been able to
avoid injury and become the
first player in BG history to post
four seasons of 60 or more
points.
"I've never missed a game
because of injury," Emerson
said. "The fact that I can see all
of the players on the ice helps. I
used to get run all the time in
Knior hockey and I learned how
take a hit. I'm also big enough
to take the physical part of the
game."
It will take this type of willingness to be hit if Emerson is to
make it to the NHL. For Emerson though, his senior year was
almost for naught as he pondered leaving early for the pros.
"I sat down with the people
that were important to me and
made a list of the pros and
cons," he said. "On the side to
leave was only dollar signs and a
higher caliber of playing.

"But not too many people get
the chance to earn a college degree and then still get the
chance to play in the pros and
get paid for it. The Blues supported my decision."

highest thrill in hockey. I was in
the clouds the whole time," he
said. "It was such a fast paced
game and the Russians were so
C". If you dumped the puck in,
never gave ft back.''

Now as the season winds down
and Emerson prepares for his
journey to the next level of competition, he gets closer and
closer to fullfilfing his dream.

So much has happened and so
much has yet to happen for
Emerson. It could not have been
predicted four years ago when
Emerson made the trek south to
BG.

"I'm really excited about the
next step because it has always
been a dream of mine to make
money playing hockey," he said.
"I will be so elated that someone
is going to give me money to
play"

But no matter what happens,
it will be hard to top the feelings
that went through Emerson
when he put on the Team Canada sweater and represented his
home country in the Spengler
Cup last December.
"That was probably my

"He's one of those players that
we thought if he could stay
healthy for four years he could
accomplish a lot of things,"
York said. "But that's a difficult
thing to place on a boy's shoulders when they come to college
hockey."
But Emerson continues to live
his life by the motto that was
once told to him. "Use hockey,
don't let it use you."
And no one has used hockey
quite like Nelson Emerson.
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

This Thursday. February 8th. the CAMPUS
DEMOCRATS wli be having a meeting at 4pm
In the Faculty Room ,n the University Union

•• HARRIOTT DAY"
FEB 13.10-2. BA 2ND FL LOUNGE
PANEL DISCUSSION IN ICE ARENA
LOUNGE FROM 700-8:30
SENIORS -BRING YOUR RESUMES
THE TIME IS RK3HT FOR MARRIOTT

Valentine's Day Quartet
Sponsored by Phi Mu Alpha
(professional music fraternity)
Have us serenade your Valentine
S5 for 2 songs 5 a message
Signup in Moore Musical Arts Center
Basement Lounge M-F
6:30am • 11:30am
Questions? Can 372 6354

• • MBSA • •
BLACK HISTORY BOOK SALE!
$2EACH.S10ISETOF8
MON FEB 5 • FRI FEB 23
3RD FLOOR UNIVERSITY UNION
A MA MARKETING WEEK
Theme: "Changes in Marketing m the 90's"
Thurs Mfs Peggy Black Irom the Andersons
"Changes In Advertising'
Alumni Room(Union) 7:30-9:00
Fn Happy Hours
Downtown 5:00-9:00PM
ARE YOU ONE OF THE PEOPLE WHO
HASN'T PICKED UP YOUR 89 KEY? LAST
YEAR'S YEARBOOKS ARE IN, JUST WATTING TO BE TAKEN HOME. JUST STOP IN 21
WEST HALL WITH YOUR ID.
ATTENTIONALL SOPHOMORE MEMBERS OF ALPHA
LAMBDA DELTA WITH A 1.5 GPA: A (2S0
SCHOLARSHIP IS AVAILABLE. PICK UP »P
PLICATIONS IN 425 STUDENT SERVICES.
APPLICATION DEADLINE IS FRI, FEB 23.
DON'T MISS THIS EXCITING OPPORTUNITY!

Community Open Share
Come show stories, poems, thoughts, muse,
art, etc or lust come tor the enrichment & entertainment
Monday Jan 29
8:30 PM Free to everyone
UCF Cenlerlcomer ot Thurstin)
Every other Monday thru Aprs 9th

• •USO"
Apply for Vice President. President or one of
12 Senators at-large spots at the USG office In
405 Student Services Applications are due
Thursday, Feb 15 by 5pm.

Found: pair of glasses m off-campus parking lot
byOHenhauer Cal Ke«y 354 7923

■•KAPPA DELTA VIP'S* *
Your doing a great Job
Keep up the spirit
* Love your KD Sisters'

FOUND SET OF CAR KEYS AT WBGU- OUTSIDE TV STATIONi CALL TO IDENTIFY
372-2700.
Loet gold pearl ring and silver ring In 2nd floor
women's room m Student Services building
Sentimental value il found cal HoVy at
372-5870 Reward
LOST gold class ring w/btack onyx stone.
1960 Initials TLM II lound contact 352-1922.
LOST gold personalzed "Melissa" chain
somewhere between Adm Bldg and BA If
lound please cat 354-5733 Reward!'

SERVICES OFFERED

AGO AGO AGD AGO
We love our VIP's
You guys are awesome!!
AGD AGO AGD AGO

"•AmyFlur"
The Brothers ol PI Kappa Phi would Uke to
thank you lor your participation during chapter retreat.

"GAMMA PHI BETA* *
CandiDlon
Congratulations on your ore-engagement to
JohnGoecke
Love, Your Staters
"KELLY"
I know your birthday wil be the best one yet
Happy 21st
Love, Slake

CENTER FOR CHOICE II
Abortions thru 17 weeks
Morning slter treatment
All personal and private
Proud to be pro-choice

•-LISATAIT"
The Brothers of Pi Kappa Phi would Ike to thank
you for your participation during our chapter retreat

A TO Z DATA CENTER -352-5042
Complete Packaging Needs, UPS, Federal
Express. Typing. Resumes. FAX. copies.

Leader In RESUMES. Composed a
Laser Printed. > EDITING SERVICES
Versatile. AJ.Pti.0. Staff
KORREKT-SERVICE Cal 352-8744

•PHI MOCongratulations to all the outstanding members of Phi Mu for a Job well done last Saturday with Mlii BGSU Pageant! Your sisters
sre very proud of you I
Love, Your Phi Mu Sisters
•PMIMU*

Dens SKJ Secret Little Delta Skj
Susan SclwKjer
Good luck al Individuate Sunday"
Love. Your Secret Big

Become a University Ambassador and enjoy being a pert ol a select Public Relations group
Applications avaesble at 425 Student Services
and Mast) Alumni Center For more into contact
Otortna Moetacher. 354-4384, or cal Meet!
Alumni Center 372-2701

continued on p. 10

BEDROCK
Furniture Drive
Al donations accepted!!
BEDROCK
Furniture Drive
Al donations accepted"

ALPHA PHI ALPHA PHI ALPHA PHI
BG s Tsn 1 Fitness
Get your Spring Break Tan Now!
10 Tans lor $20 00
Downtown 352-8267
VisaMst Card Accepted

?*Greek life bonds together. *;

CAMPBELL HILL
APARTMENTS

224

Give Her a Kiss
For Valentine's Day

J & C Ferrara is a perfect gift tor
any cccassion when you want
to show affection And, how
about wrapping it with a package ot real Hershey's Milk
Chocolate Kisses to satisfy her
own sweet tooth Then, the rest
is up to you - a kiss or two ot
your own wouldn't be Dad
tes in Sterling Silver .. Kiss in Vermeil
AJsoavo*xxe in tiKGcOana tSKGcW

Across From Carter Park
! Bedroom Apartments Featuring Airconditioning, Full Basement,
Dishwasher, Garbage Disposals, and
Washer/ Dryer Hookups.
E. WOOSTER ST.
Hrs. M-F 9-5
352-0717
SAT
9-1

I«JUM* lama 'to-trui

o ism, iaa Cop
JsC-atouCo re .txrte

^ JtWELRYJTOM

353 • 6691
Hours
M-W. &Fri.
Thurs
Sot

10 00 - 5 30
10 00-8 00
10 00-4 30

Valentine's Day

valentine's Day <f

Sweets or Flowers?
Why not both?
Order your personalized
ice cream pie
and receive a free carnation.
Order by Feb. 9 ai the Union Soda
Shoppe or call 372-2641 $7.50 cash or
coupons
or order The Sweetheart Special.
roS4.oo for a Heart-Shaped ice cream o
pie for 2.
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Kim Graf
Lisa Phillips
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University Courts Apts.
EH
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DELTA GAMMA
m
Wishes to Congratulate
^^
the Following Women for Their
Oustanding Academic Achievement!

<

t-

Clough & Mercer
BqwHng Green

AT

t>

fjj
v&"

EH

University Village
are now renting
apartments that feature
•9-month and 12-month leases
• One and two bedroom apartments
•Heat, water, cooking and sewer included
• Central air
•NO pets please

AT

EH

4.0

t>
-i

>

Kathy Vallari
Kelly Burney

-3

l>

DEAN'S LIST

<

f419> 3^2-0164
, f"
-

ATTENTION ALL MEMBERS
PHI ETA SIGMA
Apply now lor one ol seven scholarships. For
more into A an appscatlon visit 310 BA Don't
procraatmate - deadane ta Feb 15

Now leasing New Apartments
For Fall 1990

•KAPPA KAREN"
I'M GONNA SLAP AN EGO ROLE ACROSS
YOUR FACE AND DROWN YOU IN WONG
TONO SOUP!
•LOVEYA. PHT

Valentine's Day'

DEAR BIRTHMOTHER: WE ARE A COLLEGE
EDUCATED. HAPPILY MARRIED CAUCASIAN
COUPLE AND WE WANT TO ADOPT A NEWBORN INTO OUR FAMILY ATTORNEY INVOLVED. COMPLETELY LEGAL AMD STOrCTLY CONFIDENTIAL YOUR ACT OF UNSELFISH LOVE WILL ASSURE THAT YOUR BABY
WILL HAVE A LOVING FAMILY AND EVERY
OPPORTUNITY POSSIBLE CALL US COLLECT (419| 874-1447

GREENBRIAR INC.

Need a caring response
to your pregnancy concerns?
Call BG PREGNANCY CENTER
at 354 HOPE
For rnfo on FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
and supporting services

BOB MARLEY TRIBUTE
Reggae by Major Coup Band (Cleveland)
Sat Feb 10, 9pm. NE Commone
A Caribbean Assoclebon Event
• • PEACE AND LOVE • •

ATTENTION RESIDENT ADVISORS:
Hurry! The RA Drive-in Workshop Is approaching Quickly In order lor you to help ue. we need
you lo return your reply forma to ue by Friday,
Februery9. 1990
Thanks.
J*andRaeAnn

Alpha XI Delta' Pledges • Alpha Xi Delta
Tonight you w« teem the true meaning ol Alpha
» Delta Get excited initiation is finely here
XI Love.
Your Sisters

" -Susan Little- ■
The Brothers ol PI Kappa Phi would Ike to toank
you lor your participation during our chapter retree!

Typing 1 35 per page 3540371

Artie National Wldtrle Refuge! Speakers Glen,
don Brunk and Suean Grace StotU wtl speak
about 'THE LAST GREAT WILDERNESS*. WH
aleo present multimedia side show with fork
singer Feb 8 Thurs 7 30 pm 1007 BAA Co s
poneored by EIG a Dept. of Environmental Programs

ALPHA PHI ' • • ALPHA PHI
RAFFLE
1STPRIZE-U00
2ND PRIZE-S75
3RDPRIZE-SS0
TICKETS ON SALE TODAY
10-1 IN MATH SCIENCE

•-PRESIDENTSFORUM-•
FEB11,1990
ALUMNI ROOM, UNION
LOOKING FORWARD TO SEEING ALL
PRESIDENTS"
"ORDER OF OMEGA"
• • PRESIDENT'S FOftUM- ■

LAQA
There win be a meeting ol the Lesbian and Gay
Alienee Thursday. February 8. at 8.30 PM The
meeting is free and open to an. and it will be
held m the basement ol the United Christian Fellowship Center. "Before Stonewall" a movie
about the beginning of the gay rights movement
wH be shown

Big Selection
of Dodge
Cars and Trucks

Alpha Gamma Delta loves their VIP's!
We're behind you 100%

* 'Carol Garbarlno' *
The Brothers of Pi Kappa Phi would like to thank
you tor your participation during chapter retreat

EXPERIENCED BUSINESS TYPIST .
Reasonable Rates i Accuracy
Letters, reports, mailings, etc
Call Arts at 352-3987

"RED HOT
AND ROLLIN"

'SERENADE YOUR VALENTINE*
Barbershop style with
'UNLIMITED HARMONY •
For more Info cal 353-9448
ADOPTION
You've chosen the gift of Me tor your baby
Please give ue the gift of loving & caring lor your
baby We've wailed years to complete our tamtly The nursery is ready and a big sister Is waiting Medical and legal paw Cal collect a ask for
Lynn or Harold 419-822-9288

'• Gamma PN Beta* " *
WeloveourVIPs!
■'Gamma Phi Beta* " *

GIVE BLOOD TO0AYM
10AM - 4PM
GRAND BALLROOM
In the Commons on Friday

REGGAE TRIBUTE TO BOB MARLEV
Sal Feb 10. 9pm. NE Commons
Music by Major Coup Band (Cleveland)
A Caribbean Association Event
• • ONE LOVE ' *

•REWARD"
Seiko watch lost Sat. night at Marks Bar! Initiate
on back are KLM to JMZ Sentimental value
Cal 352-6297 or 354-7987 If lound

Gamma Phi Beta
VIP's ire #1

LOST & FOUND

Become Culturally Active
Join the Ethnic Studies Association
First Meeting of Spring Semester
Rm 301 Ed Bldg Thursday St 7 30

'* Steve Dealph"
The Brothers ol Pi Kappa Phi would l*s to thank
you for your participation during chapter retreat.

PERSONALS

Chris Pugh
Beth Baker
Stephanie Brodbeck
Debbie Cleckner
Tiffany Ferguson
Brenda Hite
Stacy Lieberman
Chris Will
Wendy Hetrick
Celia Castellano
AT

AT

AT

Angie McMeekin
Janean Ohradzansky
Ann Preston
Diana Anderson
Heather Telzrow
Sherri Troeber
Laurel White
Claire Zimmerman
Sharon Johnson
Amy Sproul
AT

AT

AT

AT
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THE BG NEWS
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Classifieds

February I, MO

cMtlnned from p. 9
DO MICHClLe MOWN 00
Com* lo *« tor low and lound
Phi Deft icon pni Den
00 YOU HAVE EXPERIENCE IN THE HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY? ARE TOO GRADUATING
IN tt-WIQ OH FALL? IF TES TO BOTH. HAVE
YOU CONSIDERED MARRIOTT? BRINQ YOUR
RESUME TO THE RECRUITERS ON MARRIOTT DAY. FIB. 11. 10-2, BA 2ND FLOOR
LOUNOEFALL ORIENTATION LEADERS
Sign-up lor training by Frl F*b 9
405 Studenl Services
Clue auda * coming
FLORIDA. WHO WEEDS ITT
GO J AMMIN IN JAMAICA
MARCH 18-25TH
Camping: HOs-Luxury VMacttlt
Special Rates lor Oroups|4 or moral
DISCOUNTS DISCOUNTS DISCOUNTS
CALL: 353-TOUR-35S-M17

Oraduata Sludanl Sanata
OtHoar ElecttonsI
PoalHona opan lo ALL
gradual* atudenta
Daadllna lor application
I.March I. 1990
For Information call 172-2426
Electlona will ba held 3/9190
'■ JAMAICA

AOTT AOTT AOTT
PANDA PROMOTION WEEK
AOTT AOTT AOTT

SIQEP
Brother ol the Month

PHI MU'PHI MU'PW MU
Tha Staters ol Phi Mu would M lo congrstulete
Arm WKhatny on hor recent pearling to Mat
thaw HoateSey
Leva, Your MM

Congratulations
The Brothers ol Sigma Phi Epellon

PMMUa
Monday night was
OREAT
NowkW'skespthet
SPIRIT ALIVE
ANDBURNINGH
Pratty gal. pumpkin, sweetie, stinky ate
Ws* hara I a. nil remember! LOVE YOUFOFtEVER
Quaaawho
Quiet responsible undargrad or grad 10 sublease 1 bdrm apt aummer 90 Non-amoklng
maw who would Da potential rmmta for 90-81
school year preferred Consideration tor othara
S atMy lo pay bes responsibly required CM
aoon lor dataHa Don 354-4837 No ansleeve
SIQEP
Athlets ol tha Week
Joel Jensen
Congralulallona
SlgEp
Srothara ol tha weak
Tha Pladgo Class'
Congratulations

JAMMIN' IN JAMAICA
Wa don't sal a ticket and lor gat you
WE QO WITH YOU

Sigma NuaThank you so much lor the kissing carnations
and serenade Vou guys are great'
Love. The Alpha XJt

HALF THE MONEY/TWICE THE FUN
CALL: 35J-TOUR 353-MS7
Ksnbo.
I tow you deapite my parking tickets and me
odor In your room
Lovs.
MET
LOST: brown Warner coat, had n las! Saturday
night at the bars II lound PLEASE cal
354-871B REWARD*
MARRIOTT, MARRIOTT. MARRIOTT
TALK WITH THE RECRUITERS
10-2. FE« 13. 2ND FL LOUNOE. BA
SENIORS -BRING YOUR RESUMES
7:0O-U:30. FEB. 11. ICE ARENA LOUNOE
MEXICAN NIGHT AT MARK'S
EVERY MON . ENJOY AUTHENTIC MEXICAN
FOOO PLATTERS START AT S3 69. serving
atSPM

Money'Fame'Glory'
Sound good?

Be a campus KNOW-KNOW'

Find out how in tomorrow a BG NEWS
NASSAU/PARADISE ISLAND. CANCUN. MEXICO
From $299 00
R T air. R.T Iranalers 7 nights hotel, cru.se
beech parties, tree lunch, tree admissions, hotel taxes & more Organize small group earn
FREE TRIP.For more intormation cal tol free
1800) 344-8380 or in Ct 18001 522-8288

TAKE THE LEADI
Tha Office ol Admissions is now
accepting applications lor
Tour Guides Stop by 1 18 McFal Corner
between 10:30-12-30 « 1 30-3:30
to pick up an application
Only 150 appscaliona are ava4abk)i
a Is Fob 9th
TAKE THE LEAD
The Office o! Admissions ia now
accepting applications'or
Tour Guides Stop by 118 McFal Center
between 10 30-12 30SI 30-3 30
lo pick up an application
Only 150 sppecatJona are avaHePta'
Application deadline Is Feb 9th
TAKE THE LEAD
The Office ol Admissions is now
accepting applications lor
Tour Guides Sloppy 118 McFal Center
between 10:30-12 30 4 1 30 3 30
to pick up en application
Only 150 appscationa are svasabie'
Application deadline la Feb 9th
TAKE THE LEAD
The Office ol Admissions is now
accepting applications lor
TourOuldee Slop by 118 McFal Canter
between 10-30-12.30S 1 30-3 30
lo pick up an application
Only 150 appacatwne are avaaable'
AppHcallon deadline la Fed tth
TAKE THE LEAD
Ths Office ol Admissions Is now
accenting applications lor
TourGukjss Slop by 118 McFal Center
between 10:30-12 30 S 1 30 3 30
to pick up an application
Only 150 applications are avasable!
Application deedllns la Feb 9th

F to share rg. turn apt w/3 others non-amkr
S9e/mo «utl 354-4720
IN SEARCH OF AN APARTMENT!
I am In need ol 2-3 roommates. Depending on
trying arrangements monthly rent payments
may range from $90-4180 plus utJMtss. Potential luwwissss must bs responsible; should
have no problems keeping up w/rent pay
merits CslOregorleavemaaaagi 353 7981

Spring Break In Cancun' From S416 round
trip Space la limited
Call Michelle at
353-7986 lor Into

Looking lor a greet pases to »ve thai aummer?
Tha piece Is Fox Runlkxrktn lor 2 females] Cal
now 354 8513aaklor Tracy

THE SPRING SEMESTER EDITION OF THE
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS DIRECTORY Is
currently avasable m the Student Activities and
Orientation Office. Rm 405 Student Services
BMg OstyOuTOopy whleaupplislaat

Looking lor the perfect pises to Ive? Need: 2
roommates lor Fal 90-91 lo kve in Fox Run
»150'monttl Cal364-8S13asktorTracy.

Thia Friday
WBOU SS.1 FM-The Shark cornea to DRY
DOCK to present Progressive Night. There wi
bs greet give awaya and ths night wfl be aired
•ve on WBOU horn the Dry Dock
The Saturday
A comedian wM be performing Hve at Dry Dock.
Music wil also be provided by our DJs So bring
some friends and laughs and dance the night
sway. Open from 9PM-1AM Located m
Harshmsn Quad No cover and no ID required.
TONIGHT
And every Thursday night
Bralhaue T-shirt grva away
We wll give away
Brathaus T-shirts
Every halt hour
Gel your tree ticket
at the door'

1/2THE$»2XTHEFUN
CALL: 353-TOUR-353-4M7

ASAP. 1 non-amoklng lemale lo Ijrliaai apt.
tor Spring 90 Feb and May rent pd Cal
353-8729

SON UP NOW lor me SOLD Leadership Development Workshop Series Ths first workshop,
''Coloring our Campus with Dtvsrsffy" wal ba
held on Tuesday Feb 13. 1990. Several other
topics are being ottered For more kilo call
372-2843 or atop by the office ol Student Ac
thttkas S Orientation Ftm 405 Student Services
BMg

SlgEp
Congralulallona Seen O'Connor New Spring
1 (SO Pledge Educator.
Congratulations!
SIQEP
Congratulations Bryan Schenker on being
selected as an Orientation Host.
The Brethera ol Sigma Phi EpaHon

I F roommate to share 1 bdrm apt
II 07/mo paw utj 364-4379 Amy

UAO'OAYTONA'UAO'DAYTONA-UAO
Go loDaytons for Spring Break March 16 25
S232 for transportation a hotel
Sign-up In Union Foyer Feb 5 9 9AM-4PM
Cal UAO Office for more mfo
UNIVERSITY AMBASSADOR
APPLICATIONS due Feb 9
to the MUetl Alumni Center
UNIVERSITY AMBASSADOR
APPLICATIONS
DUE FEBRUARY 9
University Ambaaaador Applications
are available at 405 Student
Services and Mrieti Afcjmni Ctr
due by February 15
Vratsnttn* a Day
Boxershorts. framss. mugs, cards, panda and
more
Jeena-N-Thlngs S31 Rkjgs Strssl
" Campus Representatives needed "
Earn free trip end big commissions by seBng
Cancun. Mexico. Nsssau.'Paradrae Island a
Europe For more information call tol free at
800-283-8787 or In Connetlcut si
203-975-8833

WANTED
1 bdrm apt. erasable for summer Close to
campus. Get 1/2 ol 1st months rent paid For
more rnlo cal 353-9549
1 lemale roommate, own room, one block from
campus, low ufratles. available immediately
353-7531
t Female sublessor wanted, $110 a month.
own room. 2 blocks Iron campus. Cal
372-5451 or 363-9889
1 or 2 li
next year
353-8736

needed to rent big house lor
Cheap rent • cal A.8.A.P

1 -2 non-smoking fern grad or ungrad needed lo
share 2-bed apt for aummer Close to campus
Cal Barb 353-5741

Needed subleases lor summsr. Cloae to campus. Cal 383-8081
SUBLEASE IMMEDIATELY TILL MAY 3RD EFFICIENCY APT ON SOUTH MAIN STREET
ClOSE 10 DOWNTOWN CALL 353-8454
WANTED: 2 non-smoking lam roommetea tor
90-91 school year Call Tonya or Jenni
2-8347
Wanted 2 rmtss lo ahere room In house Male
or female, smoking or non. House la newly remodeled S only 1 Mock from cempue $147
mo plus uts . usually low Cal Malt or John at
3520882.
Wsntsd. Someone to sublease a 1 bdrm. apt.
located In Summit Terrace Complex tor Summer
1990. Pteese cal avss. only Ph 363-8519

HELP WANTED
260 COUNSELORS and Instructors needed'
Private, coed, summer camp In Pocono
Mountains Northeastern Pennsylvania. LoMksn. PO Box 23480. Kenlrworth. NJ 07033
(201)276-0*9*
ALASKA NOW HIRING
Logging, const. fishing, nurses, teachers, etc.
Up lo S7.000 mth. CALL NOW'
206-746-7644 Ext A 448
AVON
Representatives needed Full-time earnings,
pert -time hours. Cal Judy 352-4295
CAMP COUNSELORS NEEDED FOR CO-ED
CAMP located In northeastern Pa near New
York City. We have openings lor general counselors aa wel as epeclaleta m both land and
water sports Specialty areas include baseball,
tennis, baeketbel. soccer, lacrosse, hockey.
wsMrakang, easing, scuba. WSI. canoeing.
wtnrJsurAng. gymnastics, archery, fencing, arts
a crafts, piano accompanist, drama, radio and
rocketry. Pioneering staff needed lor both land
and canoe trips and for our ropes chaaange
course Other openings may be available We
wll be conducting on-campus interview on
March 6th For information cal or write: G Luettg, 80 W 66th St, 16E. New York. NY.
10023; lei #212-724-0113

Healthy *n' Hearty Buffet
11:30 - 2
$3.99
4- 7
$4.50
• Salad & Fruit Buffet
• Hot Entrees, Vegetables & Soups
• Baked Potato w/ Sour Cream
• Unlimited Beverage
Located in the University Union
Coupons, Cash,
Master Charge & Visa Accepted

OVERSEAS JOBS $900-2000 mo Summsr.
Yr. round. Al Countries. Al Hens Free Ink).
Wnte UC. PO Bx 52-OH03 Corone Del Mar CA
92625
RESORT HOTELS. SUMMER CAMPS.
CRUISEUNES $ AMUSEMENT PARKS. NOW
accepting appscsbons (or summer jobs and career positions For Free Intormation package
and appacstJon. cal National CoesgWe Recres
tton Services on HiMon Heed Island. South Cerrj.
ana al 1 ■800-628-0398 (9sm-6pm EST M-F)
Sitter needed lor 3 school ags children Hours:
4-7pm. 2-3 days a was* Own transportation
Cal 362-2287
SUMMER COUNSELORS
Outstanding New York State Coed Children s
Resident Camp Looking for oossge students
Two hours from New York City Bssuttful Henries Congenial Staff. Spar. I Mill and General
counselors needed 914-893-3037 Camp
Kermybrook. 19 Southway. Hartadass. NY
10530

Loam how you can
Join tha information ealari
in tomorrow s BG NEWS

French tutor needed
354 4058

Good pay Cal Trida.

Market Discover Credit Cards
on your csmpua.Flexfbto Hours.
Earn ss much ss $ 10. OO/nour.
Only ten positions available.
Cal 1-800 960-8472. sx1 3

Preferred Properties
Rental Office 835 High Street.Phone 352-9378
SUMMER LEASING
FOX RUN

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR
PIEDMONT
HOUSES
All residents receive a membership to
CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA
Office hours - Monday thru Friday 9:00 a.m.-4:30 p m

*
*
*

Cheap brand new apt a ease la right now Can
353-0947
DUMP YOUR
ROOMMATE
SPECIAL
1 bedrm. $146. Host Incl.
Lrg. Erne. 12*0. Hast met
Now you can afford your own apt.
These spacious apts feature:
-Heat a Wsler Incl.
-FurrWshad
-Comsmsnt to Campus
RE. MANAGEMENT

■MM

For Plant: 4 bdrm house lor summer. M $
spring Great location Cal 352-2932
Oeorgetown Manor Apts
800 • Third Street
1 bdrm * 2 bdrm units;
luIly lurnlahed; AC.
Now leasing lor 1890-1991.
and aummer 1990.
Convenient - * reasonable.
Call 352-49M.

JAY-MAR APARTMENT*
2 bdrm. fum./unfurn. AC. as low aa
$440/moHeat Included rates aralable. Ph
354 6036

Housss end Apartments ' Close to Campus
For summer 19906 1990-91 school year
Cal 1-287-3341

NEED A PLACE TO LIVE THIS SUMMER?
2 bdrm. AC. partially tum, •fpooi apart avsllabla June It-Aug 24 to aubksass
ISOVmonth CsW 151-1218 or 151-1174

FOR SALE
1984 Chevy Cavalier
Minor front end dernaos-92,000 mess Runs
greet $700 or beat otter 353 8268
1889 CHEW Z24 CAVAUER. DARK RED.
BLACK INT . LOADED WITH EVERYTHING.
AM-FM STEREO CASS. MOVING $ MUST
SELL! CALL 419-278-1928 AFTER 5PM M-F.
ANYTIME SATURDAY
Brack leather jacket Mens size 44 $50 Cal
353-7866
Car Speakers Pioneer 6X9
80 watt $40 orb/o
Al 364-6831

FOR SALE 1877 Chevy Nova 55.000 plus ml
Good cosege carl Asking $500 Cal anytime
363-4733
JcPenny 4-hesd VCR works great
remote $100 Arm 353-7600

Wkelesa

Preferred Properties M now leasing for summsr
and las Piedmont apartments and many of our
other sstlngs era available' Al residents receive
s rrismberehip to Cherrywood Health Spa. Cal
3529378
HO RENTALS 3548800
Now keaalng for '90-'91
1 bdrm apts lo 4 bdrm homes
Wsatowpeta
STAY CLOSEI
CAMPUS MANOR APTS
-FREE HEAT a A/C
-BALCONIES
-WALK TO CAMPUS a STORES
-FURNISHED
CALL TODAY 352-8302
SUBLEASE
FREE1 Deposit a 1 month's rant
FREEI Gas, heat, water a sewer
Extras' Fum carpet. A C a much more.
Cal 372-7489
a tor Vsnt Mlxon
Summer SuDlsaas Cheep. 2 bedrm apt. aval
May 90 Large, doss to campus, ear cond Cal
364-8421.

Stereo component!; Yamaha amp A tape deck.
Pioneer tuner. JVC tmtble. ADC graphic equabar $375/or beat offer lor si 888-8446

Two bdrm efficiency and some houses aval, tor
80-91 school yoer Sieve Smith 352-8917

FOR RENT

Two bdrm. -4 parson apts -BG APTS. 618.
822 2nd St. 9 6 12 mo leases 362-7464
After 5pm a wkends 8237565.

2 BEDROOM APARTMINT1 ONE HALF
BLOCK TO CAMPUUS. SUMMER OR FALL.
CALL TOM 352-4973 DAYS OR 162-1800 EVE
$ WKENDS.

VlSage Green Apartments
A Nice Piece To Uval
Renting lor Fal 90-91
Two bdrm. turn a unfum apts
Ranting also lor Summsr
1 or 2 bdrm fum a unfum apts
WE HAVE A POOLI
CALL ANYTIME 364-3533

A little heart goes
a long way...

*
*

•••••••••••••••••
by Fred Wright

DECIDED TO QUIT
^CHOOL So PLEASE

EXCUSE ME WHILE
TfACk

SoRRY fALj I've GOT
To TAKE THETV Hotf
too/ T-T>S BEEN FUN
ROOMING wiTtf m
yb\i!KEEPiN
i®1
TOUCH! —

SO/AE HoPLE AlE So
P4/VW IhiCONSiPERAltl
H£ COVLP HAVE AT
LEAST WAITED
\JNTIL M.A.S.H.
UfAS
OVER.'

Say
^rrcu>t7U

VnMZ-9-10
Fatman

BK) IS BETTERI
Rockledge Manor Apts
2 Bdrm. 2 Baths w/rjshwsaher
Cal today lo takes look i
R. E. Menegement 112-9*02

YOU'VE BEEN THE RE8T
NOW IT'S TIME FOR THE BEST
THE TIME 1$ RIGHT FOR MARRIOTT I
$K)N4J« IN THE CO-OP OFFICE
FOB A FEB. 14 INTERVIEW

• ■ S»V RENTALS1 ■
1 a 2 bdrm apts aval
9 4 I 2 mo I
Cat 362-7454

*
*
*

AVAILABLE NOW
One a two oadroom apsrtrnenia ■ kjrnianad a
unfurnished starting M $360 00. Gas a heat
included Free campus shuttle
Wlnthrop Terrece Apartments 352 9135

House. 3 bdrm. washer/dryer, furnished, 12
month lease Aval 6710/90 811 2nd Street
$525/month Cal 352-8827

CaIZo, 354-4557

COOKS WANTED' COOKS WANTED!
ANYONE INTERESTED IN PREPARINQ AN
EXOTIC INTERNATIONAL OtSH FOR OSS'
ETHNIC FOOO FESTIVAL PLEASE SUBMIT
NAME a DISH TO OSS MCFALL-3 OR CALL
372-2426 DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSIONS
FEB 13TH BEFORE 5 00

1 bdrm apt for Grad students Summer a Fal
lima I aashll. 267-3898

Work 16 hours par weekend. Our company Is
seeking employees to perform unskleed sgrrl
production work Current openings for a new
weekend shift; 7 1/2 hrs on Saturday $7 1/2
hrs. on Sunday Plant location Is only 2 blocks
from BOSU campus The rate of wage as $3 36
par hour If Interested In this weekend shift or H
you can work al less! 15 hours Monday thru
Friday, cal ths office at 364-2844 or pick up
an appscation at Advanced Specialty Products,
mc 428 Ctough Street. Bowing Orssn. Ohio

FOR SALE
YAMAHA ACOUSTIC
FG-335 $126
FENDER AMP
Pre CBS/Red covering
MaMOflar

NotKaMaloban adventure

Enjoy a good living with

Welcome to the Real World
ALL RIGHT.' -C GOT THE
CHIPS.' TW£ BEVERAGES.'
How IT'ST//*if FOR A
o.
P
LITTLE TV!

OFFICE SECRETARY for smal home business
part time Aposcants should poaaass rypmg sks
of 80 worn experience In Macmtosh and IBM
computers lor word processing. Jestiaju pub•ahrng. data baas and spreadsheet mansgament. good tsUphona suss, abrsty a) organus
and fie meterlela. knowledge ol simple bookkeeping and record keeping, preparation ol
maianos Need dependable ss* starter Hours
9am-1pm Monday-Friday $6 per hour Send
letter ol appscation wrrh resume and 3 letters ol
reference by Feb 1 e to SECRETARY PO Box
1107, BowingOreon. OH 43408

CAMPUS FACT UNE

• • ••*•••••••••** •

Bowl 'n' Greenery

Nennlss Summertime ive-tn poeHons i asstili
m IVscnIoan suburbs Bebyermno. exnansnes a
must Mother a Utbs Helper (3131861-0860
No Fee

by John Bolssy

l/aienfine J J/Jai

with a BG News
RED Valentine Heart
WEDNESDA Y, FEBRUAR Y14
11,000 copies reaching
20,000 students, faculty & staff
DEADLINE. MONDAY, FEB. 12, 4 p.m.
$6.00 per heart
Ads must be placed in person
or by mail. Prepayment required.
214 West Hall
372-2601

